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Computer case Darkflash DK 260 Air Mesh (Black)
Want  to  build  the  perfect  computer  for  work  or  gaming?  The  Darkflash  DK260  Air  Mesh  case  will  help  you  with  that!  It  offers  many
expansion options and is compatible with most commonly used components. It comes equipped with USB 3.0 and 2.0 ports and, thanks
to transparent side panels, allows you to showcase selected elements in an interesting way, such as fans with RGB lighting. Additionally,
the mesh structure on the front panel ensures better airflow.
 
Original Design
The  case  is  equipped  with  2  side  panels  made  of  tempered  glass,  which  are  very  durable  and  allow  you  to  give  your  hardware
configuration  an  original  character.  You  can,  for  example,  use  components  with  RGB  lighting  to  achieve  fantastic  visual  effects.  With
Darkflash, your computer will not only perform perfectly but also look great!
 
Ensure Proper Cooling
Play dynamic games and use demanding software without worrying that your computer will  overheat and stop working. The Darkflash
case allows you to install up to 8 120mm fans or 2 140mm fans. You can also install a 360mm liquid cooling system. The DK 260 Air Mesh
model also features a front panel with a mesh structure, which allows for even better heat dissipation.
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Wide Compatibility
The DK 260 Air Mesh model is compatible with ATX, M-ATX, and ITX motherboard standards. It allows you to install a graphics card with a
length of up to 340mm and a CPU cooler with a height of up to 165mm. You can install the power supply unit at the bottom of the case.
The product also allows for the installation of 2 HDDs or 3 SSDs. This means you don't have to worry about running out of space for your
files!
 
Multiple Available Ports
Enjoy  the  wide  capabilities  of  your  computer.  The case  is  equipped with  2  USB 2.0  ports  and one USB 3.0  port,  which  allows  for  fast
device  charging and supports  high-speed file  transfers.  So,  you can quickly  transfer  your  photos  or  documents!  The DK 260 Air  Mesh
model also offers an LED button for convenient lighting control.
 
Brand
Darkflash
Model
DK 260 Air Mesh
Color
Black
Case Type
Middle Tower
Motherboard Standard
ATX, M-ATX, ITX
Side Panel
Tempered Glass
Dimensions
385 x 218 x 447 mm
Drive Bays
HDD x2;
SSD x3;
Expansion Slots
7
Max. Graphics Card Length
340 mm
Max. CPU Cooler Height
165 mm
Power Supply Unit Placement
Bottom
Fan Mounting Options
Front: 120mm fan x3;
Top: 120mm fan x2 / 140mm fan x2;
Rear: 120mm fan x1;
PSU Shroud: 120mm fan x2;
Liquid Cooling Mounting Options
Front: 120 / 240 / 360mm liquid cooling;
Top: 120 / 240mm liquid cooling;
Front Panel Connectors
USB 3.0 x1, USB 2.0 x2, audio output / speaker, microphone input, Power, Reset, LED
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Price:

€ 59.50

Gaming, PC Cases
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